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Open Source Beyond 2020

Role of Open Source as Innovation Enabler

Contribution to the panel
Cedric Thomas, OW2

Slides presented at the panel came with the following comments.

Title slide 

The whole workshop is focused on open source software and hardware,  I’m from the software
perspective. I understand the objective is to inform commissioners, so we will keep to a rather high
level. And, for some of you, I may be stating the obvious, so please bear with me. This panel is
specifically  about  innovation and innovation is  more than just  technology it  involves  business,
investment, competition and market forces. 

OW2

I will make my point from the standpoint of OW2, a global non-profit open source organization
with European DNA. 

Our  mission  is  to  promote  the  development  of  a  portfolio  of  open-source  components  for
enterprise  information  systems  and  to  foster  the  growth  of  a  community-based  business
ecosystem.

As a community-driven organization, OW2 does not own project IP, but supports a code base of
some 100 third-party  projects  developed by communities  and members.  It  is  governed by  an
independent, transparent, open source governance.

We see open source software as belonging to the software industry as a whole and we focus on
promoting our projects by helping them to improve their quality and market readiness. We have
launched out third generation support program that applies to OW2 projects our own Market
Readiness Levels methodology based on some 50 datapoints.

Four open source models

Looking at open source software from an industry perspective, we understand that open source is
not monolithic. We see a combination of four models. The first one is the Developer model: it is
open source by developers for developers. It works because it is technically efficient. The Apache
Foundation is the historical representative organisation of this model. The second model is that of
the Entrepreneur. This model is followed by countless software vendors that have adopted an open
source strategy to seize market shares from proprietary software vendors. It works because it is a
profitable  business  model.  Red  Hat  is the  undisputed  leader  here.  For  a  representative
organisation, I dare say OW2 was inspired by this model. The third model is that of the Ecosystem
which emerged in the wake of cloud computing and heterogeneous platform technologies. Here,
the OpenStack Foundation is a clear representative organisation. The last and fourth model is that
of the Industry itself  as exemplified by billion dollar acquisitions of open source companies by
established  information  industry  leaders.  Note  that  we  see  open  source  innovation  as  being
essentially produced by the third model.
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OSS is a vehicle for collaborative innovation

Large  companies  we  would  not  normally  associate  with  open  source  software  are  investing
millions of dollars and assigning hundreds of developers to open source projects and foundations.
This is empirical evidence that open source works well with software innovation. OSS is a vehicle
for collaborative innovation. In the open source regime, the rules for using and sharing software
among  partners  are  defined  by  the  license  attached  to  the  code.  This  avoids  costly  and
cumbersome negotiations involving lawyers and thereby enabling friction-less collaboration. It is
particularly  adapted  to  the  current  wave  of  complex  multi-stakeholder  innovations.  By
collaborating with others, firms share information on the directions an innovation should take:
everyone access to the same level of information and nobody risks to wasting time, money and
energy  pursuing the wrong technologies.  Firms working together  open new markets  and new
opportunities for profitable exploitations. 

Having open source in the picture creates an alternative. When considering investing in a potential
innovation, firms have two options – proprietary IP or open source. It is all down to which regime
provides  the  strongest  incentive.  A  quick  survey  of  the  literature  on  innovation  tells  us  that
proprietary IP innovation is the preferred option in a situation of potential monopoly power and
with chances to achieve monopolist profits.

OSS innovation reflects market structure

This is where the complications begin for the European ecosystem. Of course, there are some big
companies in Europe, but most are niche players in software. At the macroeconomic level, chances
are  that  dominant  positions  are  replicated  from  one  technology  wave  to  the  next.  In  most
segments,  the  European  software  industry  is  not  in  a  favorable  position  to  innovate  with
proprietary IP. Policy makers have no other choice than to direct financial incentives toward open
source  innovation.  The  main  question  facing  the  European  industry  is  not  why  they  should
innovate with an open source regime but rather why they should opt for a proprietary IP regime.
Actually, the remark is valid even for open source software: being an avatar of the proprietary
software industry, we have the same power play. Europe has no other choice than to make open
source the dominant innovation regime.

OSS creates value through positive externalities

The good news for policy makers is that OSS is not incompatible with enhancing citizen welfare ;
OSS actually creates value albeit indirectly through what economists call externalities. Contrary to
proprietary IP innovation, open source innovation does not exclude potential users. By avoiding
the  deadweight loss effect typical of proprietary IP incentive mechanism, open source innovation
accelerates the propagation of new technologies: users do not wait for obsolescence to kick to
explore  and  implement  productivity-enhancing  technologies  which  in  turns  raises  users’
technology maturity and fosters demand for more innovation. This virtuous circle creates highly
paid skilled service jobs that are not easily outsourced hereby keeping value local.  And I  have
examples of users sharing developments as a way to address the issue of skills shortage.

Mainstream OSS faces key issues

On a less positive side, as “software eats the world” and OSS becomes mainstream, new challenges
arise. The generalisation of component reuse brings issues of license compliance and uncertainty
with regards to potentially imported vulnerabilities. Cloud computing and SaaS shift the focus of
user freedom and control from code to services at odds with open source licenses. In a similar way,
AI challenges the pivotal role of the code by shifting attention towards data and data scientists
while intelligent programs that learn from their own execution side-track developers. IoT is taking
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OSS out of its comfort zone of horizontal components, tools and application platforms and the
fragmentation caused by the idiosyncrasies of each application reduce the expected benefits of
OSS code sharing. In a more social perspective we observe deviations from the open source model
with,  on  one  hand,  foundations  that  are  open source  only  on  the  surface  and on  the  other,
tensions around open source licenses. Last but not least,  the consumer attitude of free-riders,
users who do not give back to the communities, causes frustration, loss of motivation and burnout
that drain the open source ecosystem.

Public policy tactics

We see five areas where public policy at the European level can have an immediate impact.

1- Redirect subsidies and adapt grant processes. The European Commission should make OSS the
de facto IP regime for research projects; proprietary IP should be the exception rather than the
norm and be substantiated. The consortium agreement template proposed to research projects
should be updated accordingly.

2- Reduce uncertainty, simplify compliance. It would be useful to facilitate the management of
license  compliance  by  introducing  an  EU-wide  legal  framework  defining  open  source  license
compatibilities  that  would  supersede  national  legislations  and  facilitate  the  management  of
software with different licenses.

3-  Focus  on  supply  push–demand  pull  interaction.  Innovation,  and  particularly  open  source
innovation,  is  nothing  without  strong  demand.  The  Commission  should  establish  financial
incentives to reward users who engage with open source communities, who support the EU OSS
ecosystem and contribute back to EU-led OSS projects.

4- Shift the status of OSS from unorthodox to normal.  The European Commission should show its
commitment and send a powerful signal in favor of open source by engaging with policy makers
and business leaders in a campaign of events and outreach initiatives to pass the message that OSS
is not weird and that it creates value for the benefit of all. 

5- Develop EU OSS incubation programme. There are existing European projects and communities
worthy of support. This could be a well targeted fine-grained initiative to help high-potential EU-
driven OSS projects and communities leveraging cross-border EU markets to reach a critical mass
providing them with both credibility and sustainability.


